
Goldeneye Setup Editor V2.0 Clipping Tutorial
By SubDrag

This tutorial will show you how to clip a new level.

Lets assume you've made your own level.  There are two ways to clip a level, either 
importing a .obj file, or doing it entirely in the editor.  Both approaches are covered here.

Both approaches converge afterwards to “Editing clipping section”

Approach 1: Importing a .obj file
Make a .obj in your model editor of choice, and make sure it only contains areas you 
wish to walk in (it's a floorplan). It should look something like this:

Also, you must group each room in the editor, and name it: 
In the .obj file it will contain the groups, so should look like.  The groups are named 
RoomXX, where XX is room # in hexadecimal (ie 01-09,0A,0B,0C,0D,0E,0F,10, etc). 
Also note rooms start at 01, not 00. These need to match the rooms you designated for 
your model.  If you only have one room, make the room 1.

ex: clipping.obj file

mtllib clipping.mtl
g Room01



usemtl m0
v 671.000000 -41.000000 -523.000000
v 632.000000 -41.000000 -519.000000
v 671.000000 -41.000000 -519.000000
f 1 2 3
usemtl m1
v 671.000000 -41.000000 -523.000000
v 632.000000 -41.000000 -523.000000
v 632.000000 -41.000000 -519.000000
f 4 5 6
g Room02
usemtl m56
v 594.000000 -41.000000 -476.000000
v 590.000000 -31.000000 -502.000000
v 589.000000 -32.000000 -478.000000
f 169 170 171
usemtl m57
v 594.000000 -41.000000 -476.000000
v 594.000000 -41.000000 -503.000000
v 590.000000 -31.000000 -502.000000
f 172 173 174
etc

If you want to change the color of tiles (it's not the biggest effect), in .mtl file used for 
each tile (can see materials in above m1, m56, etc) set the Kd in .mtl file (or the diffuse 
color in an editor):

ex. clipping.mtl file:

newmtl m1
Kd 0.878431 0.878431 0.878431
illum 2

Now in clipping mode import your level from obj:

When you click a tile it will show you the room #, on left side, next to p_____.



Approach 2: Using the editor.
In clipping mode, right click in empty space and say Delete all Clipping:

Go into room positions mode.  Press Control-H so the rooms do not move any 
accidentally while clipping (press H to exit mode later),and click to turn Clipping display 
ON.

Right click on a triangle in room, and you will get an options menu for Convert To 
Clipping:



You can do it via 3 methods, the most useful are Convert Triangle and Convert Selected 
Room Floor to clipping.  Convert Selected Room Floor is useful to start, then use 
Convert Triangles individually for things such as stairs.

As you clip the files will appear.



Editing Clipping Section:
After doing either approach 1 or 2, you need to take two clipping actions in clipping 
mode.

Right click and first say Stan Convert:

Stan convert reorients tiles in the appropriate direction, as well as splits tiles when 
necessary in order to make every last one of them line up, as the game requires.   It's only 
really required to do this once though can be done later.

Next do Redo Clipping Connections:



This will automatically connect tiles which touch.  This should be done whenever 
changing tiles in your own level and ready to test.

NOTE: If appending Rare's levels, neither Stan Convert nor Redo Clipping Connections 
should be done, since Rare used more complicated tiles and it will likely mess those up. 
The editor does automatically connect tiles when adding them though some manual 
actions could be necessary.

The level is now ready for testing.  Rarely do levels work first try with clipping.

Insert a 00 preset and set it to start point.

Now Save as Project and pick the ROM with your levels textures.

Now inject the project to test.

Walk around your level and see if there are any of two issues: 
1) Walk out of level
2) Get stuck
3) Stairwells don't work
4) See wrong room on a tile

My import into Runway didn't seem to have issues, but I will go over the three scenarios.



Overview of clipping tiles in the editor:

There are three points, and they always must be clockwise.  The points are on the corner, 
and go R (Point 1) to G (Point 2) to B (Point 3).  Then the big triangles connecting points 
are showing the connections (Red tri is conn 1, green is connection 2, and blue is 
connection 3).  Connections are to other triangles, the ones right next to it.  Your red 
connection should always be clockwise of red point, green connection clockwise (use 
right hand rule, thumb towards sky, curl to left, and if unconnected on a side, it will not 
have a triangle for that color along side.

Connections are how you walk around in GoldenEye.  If edge is not connected, it is a 
dead end.  The Room # of the point tells what level room to show.  The color modifies 
the props or characters tint slightly when they step on it. You can change color by right 
clicking on a tile and change color.  You can select multiple tiles at once using Shift (or 
select all tiles in a room by right clicking and selecting room in clipping mode). As a note 
Redo Clipping Connections will clear out and redo all connections, so if you did 
something fancy manually such as one-way connected tiles (can go one way but not 
return, sometimes used to fall) it will be lost. 

Showing connected tile (your current tile is always pink) to red:



As a rule of thumb, when you make your map, room separation is critical.  They should 
only always connect at one triangle, at openings such as doorways.  Do not have multiple 
tris across rooms or openings, randomly pick rooms, etc  They should always be perfectly 
horizontal as well.  Don't go too nuts or it will be more annoying to portal or clip, but 
rooms are necessary or else the level won't load or will be too laggy.

1) Walk out of level

This means there is a severe error, sometimes weird things like duplicate triangles on 
same spot, clockwise instead of counterclockwise, very strange connections, lines or 
points (2 or 3 points identical), issues with stairwell directions, or many other issues.  The 
best bet is to examine the offending triangle, and work creatively or redo that section of 
level.  If doing stairs see stairs tutorial as this is common and can be fixed. You also 
should try Stan Convert and Redo Clipping connections again as that straightens out bad 
connections, unconnected tris, or misconnected tris, or duplicates.

2) Get stuck
This means a tile is missing a connection.   It'll look something like this:



Sometimes one connection is good while other side is bad too, though not if you did 
Redo Clipping Connections, that'll always be ok.

It could be because the triangles don't actually touch. In that case, you will need to redo 
level in editor, redo floorplan, reimport both etc.   If it's very close, you can try manually 
connecting them but it doesn't always work.

To manually connect:

Click the first tile you want to connect, now hold shift and select the tile you want to 
connect it to.  Also remember which color you want to connect, in the case above it's red 
(use right hand rule, red → green is missing connection).



The right click and choose Link Points to Second Tile.  A check indicates already in use, 
unchecked means unconnected.

You will see it update appropriately:



You can also remove links using Remove link by clicking on an individual triangle. A 
check indicates in-use currently.

3) Stairwells don't work

See Clipping Stairwell tutorial on goldeneyevault.com and will not be covered 
here.

4) See wrong room on a tile

This means the tiles room # is incorrect, or your level is not designed well and 
such tiles have spillover across rooms.  You may need to redesign the level.  If it's simply 
wrong room #, right click on a tile, and change room id.



There's also Try and Force Clipping to room which redoes all room #s based on room 
dimensions but this does not work well and is usually not recommended.

As an additional note, you can right click and Manually modify points (useful for stairs):

You can also use the up/down/left/right mouse actions but it's not that useful usually 
since normally it corresponds to level.


